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Mr M. Splaine, in opening the discussion OD Mr Perlman's 
paper. asked whether the model, as tilted by data up 10 
1963, predicled the rise in the price of copper in 1961, and 
whether the model could be used to capitalize on short-term 
price fluctuations. 

Answering the second question first, Mr Pcdman said that 
the horizon used is six months to one year. Tn the very short 
term Ihe activi ties of speculators obscured the effect of the 
fundamental econon\emc vanabJes. This effect, however, 
was removed if one moved to a longer term, say, quarterly. 
In 1963 the model had predicted a price rise in 1964 and 1965 
and a drop in prico in 1966. The rise in 1967 had been caused 
by 11 strike, and imponderables such as large strikes were 
d ifficult to include in the model since they were unpredictable. 
Model simulation can be used to show the effect of strikes on 
price and the effect of small strikes is small. 

Mr B. R. van Rooyen said that because models are both. 
calibrated and tested on historical data a bias was introduced 
which gave rise to ao overoptimistic e8timate of the accuracy 
of the forecasts. To this Mr Perlman replied that there seemed 
to be no alteInutive to the use ofbistorical data for calibrating 
and testing models, and thus little hope of avoiding the bias. 
A second point made by Mr. van Rooycn was that manage
ment tended to be suspicious of complex models and that 
frequently more heuristic models were suffidently accurate 
and preferable for investment decisions. He added that if 
lDanagement were not involved in the model building the 
econometrician might easily go astray. Mr Perlman replied 
thut symbiosis between data analysts and users of the model 
was essential and ths t the experience of the practitioner must 
be reflected in the model. 

Mr M. R. Fuller-Good remarked thatac1ear understanding 
o f future plice trends was essential for effecti\le capital 
plAnning, and ask.ed, first, how one went from the compiled 
data on supply and demand to the determination of their effect 
on price, record, whether necessary data, for example, 
capacities, could be obtained timeously, and, third, when 
strikes restricted supply, whether stockpiling by consumers 
induced large price Buctuations. 

In reply to the fint of these questions, Mr PerJman said 
that the interrelationships between price and tbe exogenous 
variubles were determined by studying the historical data and 
in order to obtaul a projection of future prices tbe user 
subs tituted into the model the \lalues of these exogenous 
variables. He added, in reply to the second question tbat 
data often could not be obtained when required, but that this 
difficulty was overcome by using othcr exogenous variables 
which, in the short term, were related to the unknown 
capacities. As regards tbe third question, Mr Per[mlln agreed 

that stockpiling by consumers would induce large price 
fluctuations but said that the effect or stockpiling was generally 
shortlivcd. 

Mr M. A. Madeyski asked why, as Mr Perln1B.ll had said, 
even when there was smooth growth in the consumption of 
copper, there were marked price fluctuations . Mr Perlman 
explained this effect was the result of conventional trade 
cycles. When the price was somewhat above normal, 
producers expanded, aod when their ontp ut reached the 
market there was oversupply w}lich caused tbe price to drop 
below normal. This in turn caused production cutbacks and 
the cycle started again. 

Referring to the long-tenn model, Dr O'Neil asked whether 
it produced a price forecast and, if it did, over what horizon. 
He asked also what role was played by industIial dynamics 
in the model. To these questions Mr Perlman replied, first, 
a year.by-year horizon, and, second, that becuuse of shortage 
of data, industrial dynamics wa~ used only in the investment 
!eCtor. 

In the discussion OD Dr Coy)e's paper, Mr Howe said that 
because the interactions of the system were so complex, price 
forecasting could be misleading to the company. He asked 
whether this would apply on an industry-wide basis. Dr Caylo 
replied that this would be so and gave as an illustration the 
s.i tuat ion where a company manufactured in the U nited 
Kingdom and marketed in EUrope where the demand was 
cyclic. Because of its attempts to follow the cyclic trend the 
company llad a poor production and inventory situation, 
Which, in fact would be agsravated by better forecasts. Most 
firms, in fact, had sufficient inertia to the fairly insensitive to 
forecasting errors, and what was required was a beller control 
system rather than better forecasting tochniques. 

Mr L. R. Robinson wanted to know whether the anthor, 
in drawing up the model, took into account certain mining 
practicalities, namely, lags in building up production capacity, 
tbe undesirability of not usiog available capacity and the 
costs and constraints of hiring and firing personnel. Dr Coyle 
said that it was e5SCntial that any model should rellect the 
practicalities o f the system which it described. The costs and 
constraints wore, or could be, included in the model, but be 
stressed that a live model would be an order of magnitude 
more complex than that which was being discussed. 

]n the discussion 0 11 Mr G. P. A. Howe's paper, Mr 
N. D. A. Hartl ie asked jf tbe new pigment produclion process 
was partitioned between the sulphate and chloride processes 
in view of the fact that recent awareness on pollution had 
invalidated bistorical data. He asked also whether the model 
differentiated between high-grade and low-grade ilmenite. 



Mr Howc replied that recent technical advam:cs permiUed 
the use o f ilmenite in the chloride process and that 10 this 
extent the model had been iuvalidated. H c added that the 
model did differentiate between A- and B-grade ilmenite. 

Dr R, J. Roman wanted to know whether the model assumed 
thal the reserve ofsands was infinite. The reply to this question 
was that in the case of futile, the industry was well understood 
and the reserves were known. The model assumed the ilmenite 
reserves to be infinite, but placed constraints on capacities, 

M:r G. R , Guise asked whether as the use of operations 
research c;(panded in the future a nd model predictions became 
oracles, there would be interferellcc with the market's pricing 
mechanisms. Mr Howe said that as the use of operations 
research expanded tbe difficulty of forecasting increased and 
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that it could be expected Ihllt unlversal use of operations 
research would decrease trode cycles. 

Mr R. A. Perlman remarked that accurate models were of 
bem::fit to the entire ind ustry as was illustrated by the 
experience in the copper industry. A good model for copper 
would have improved the timing of investment decisions and 
rorecasting would break, or at least smooth ont, trade cycles. 

In closing the session the chairman poiuted out that company 
policy was an important aspect of the operation of any 
industcial system, so that it should be i"c1udcd in the model. 
Management, he said, must ~"Ome more involved in the 
appIicatioM of operations research in the company, because 
in doing so they would be able to recognise pitralls in the 
technique and know when to use their own judgement , 
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